Wordnet::Similarity is an important instrument used for many applications. It has been available for a while as a toolkit for English and it has been frequently tested on English gold standards. In this paper, we describe how we constructed a Dutch gold standard that matches the English gold standard as closely as possible. We also re-implemented the WordNet::Similarity package to be able to deal with any wordnet that is specified in Wordnet-LMF format independent of the language. This opens up the possibility to compare the similarity measures across wordnets and across languages. It also provides a new way of comparing wordnet structures across languages through one of its core aspects: the synonymy and hyponymy structure. In this paper, we report on the comparison between Dutch and English wordnets and gold standards. This comparison shows that the gold standards, and therefore the intuitions of English and Dutch native speakers, appear to be highly compatible. We also show that our package generates similar results for English as reported earlier and good results for Dutch. To the contrary of what we expected, some measures even perform better in Dutch than English.
Introduction
Various methods have been proposed in the past for measuring similarity between words using Princeton WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) . Some of these methods (path (Rada et al., 1989) , lch (Leacock and Chodorow, 1998) , wup (Wu and Palmer, 1994) , res (Resnik, 1995) , lin (Lin, 1998) , jcn (Jiang and Conrath, 1997), among others) were implemented in the WordNet::Similarity package (Pedersen et al., 2004) . WordNet::Similarity 1 has become an important instrument for measuring similarity between any set of words in a language but also for testing the performance of wordnet as a database of synonymy and semantic relations. The toolkit was used to evaluate the different measures against a gold standard of English words created by Rubenstein and Goodenough (1965) and Miller and Charles (1991) . The evaluation results tell us something about the capacity of WordNet to mimic human judgements of similarity but also about the different methods in relation to each other.
Unfortunately, WordNet::Similarity only works for the Princeton WordNet released in its proprietary format and not wordnets in other languages in other formats, such as Wordnet-LMF (Vossen, Soria and Monachini, 2013) . Furthermore, no gold standard exists for Dutch, the language that we study. In this paper, we describe a re-implementation of the WordNet::Similarity toolkit that can read any wordnet in Wordnet-LMF format to apply the 6 wordnet similarity algorithms. This toolkit makes it possible to carry out similarity measures across different wordnets within the same language and across different languages. This is especially useful if the wordnets were created independently using their own semantic hierarchy. We also created a gold standard in Dutch that is comparable with the gold standard in English. We tried to recreate the process through which the English gold standard was created as much as possible. Since it was not clear what instructions were given exactly to the human scorers, we decided to create a number of additional gold standards that are more explicit about the difference between relatedness, similarity and the assumed meaning of the words to be com-pared. In total 6 different gold standards have been created. Using these gold standards, we first show that the 6 Dutch gold standards are very similar and that the English and Dutch gold standards are highly compatible. Secondly, we demonstrate that the performance of the Dutch wordnet is higher than the reported performance for English. There are also some differences in the results which can be explained to some well-known differences in the hierarchical organization of the Dutch and English wordnets.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, we describe related work. Section 3 explains how we created the Dutch gold standard and section 4 the WordnetTools implementation of the similarity functions. In section 5, we report the results using the Dutch wordnet Cornetto 2.1 .
Related work
The notion of similarity is central to WordNet through the relations synonymy and hyponymy. Synsets group words that can be exchanged in contexts and thus have more or less the same denotational domain. Hyponymy groups these synsets according to a shared semantic aspect and thus defines another type of similarity. Words that do not share a synonymy relation and synsets that do not share a hyponymy relation are not necessarily disjoint but the things they can refer to are less likely to be considered similar. Words and synsets that have other relations than synonymy and hyponymy respectively, e.g. part-whole or causal relations, are most likely not similar but strongly related. This difference is dubbed the 'tennisphenomenon ' in Fellbaum (1998) : where tennis ball, player, racket and game are closely related but all very different things. Since WordNet dominantly consists of synonymy and hyponymy relations, it more naturally reflects similarity than relatedness.
Since the first release of WordNet, researchers have tried to use it to simulate similarity. Except for the lesk (Lesk, 1986), vector (Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006) , and vector pairs (Patwardhan and Pedersen, 2006) algorithms, these measures are all based on synonymy and hyponymy.
Another approach to measure similarity across different languages is described by Joubarne and Inkpen (2011) . The aim of their paper is to show that it might be possible to use the scores from the English gold standards in other languages, hence making it unnecessary to create gold standards with human-assigned judgements in every single language. In order to show this, they used an existing gold standard for German, which is a translation of the gold standard by Rubenstein & Goodenough with human-assigned scores. For French, they used an existing French translation of the English gold standard by Rubenstein & Goodenough, and asked French native speakers to rate the similarity of meaning for each word pair in the dataset. Moreover, they used two measures of similarity to also rate the similarity of meaning of the translation of the original dataset, which are Point-wise mutual information and second order co-occurence Point-wise mutual information for which the Google n-gram corpus was used. They then compared the output from the similarity measures to the language specific gold standards and to the original scores collected by Rubenstein & Goodenough. The difference between these correlations was relatively small, which is why they claim that it is possible to use the original scores from the English gold standard in other languages.
Besides Joubarne and Inkpen (2011) , other studies have made an effort to translate the original datasets by Rubenstein & Goodenough and by Miller & Charles. Hassan and Mihalcea (2009) translated these datasets into Spanish, Arabic, and Romanian. For Spanish, native speakers, who were highly proficient in English, were asked to translate the datasets. They were asked not to use multi-word expressions. They were asked to take into account the relatedness within a word pair for disambiguation. In addition, they were allowed to use so-called replacement words to overcome slang or if words were culturally dependent. They then asked 5 participants to rate the Spanish word pairs. A sixth person evaluated the translation. Because of the fact that the Pearson correlation with the original datasets was 0.86, only one translator translated the datasets into Arabic and Romanian. Finally, Gurevych (2005) Inspired by Hassan and Mihalcea (2009) , the following general procedure is followed in the translation of the 49 words: 2 1. The first step is to disambiguate the English word forms. The English experiments present a word form and not a specific concept the word refers to. The results from human judgement provide a good indication as to which concept in WordNet is meant.
2. Following the results in 1, a Dutch translation is chosen for each word.
3. In addition, it is checked whether the relative frequency of the Dutch and English words are in the same class of relative frequency. This is done in order to make sure that there are no outliers. A translation is an outlier when its relative frequency deviates significantly from the original word.
We will now discuss each step of the general procedure in more detail. The first step consists of disambiguating the 49 English words. For example, WordNet lists two senses for the word asylum:
1. 'a shelter from danger or hardship' 2. 'a hospital for mentally incompetent or unbalanced person' 2 We made an effort to compare the polysemy of the English word and its translation. However, English words in WordNet tend to have many more meanings than words in Cornetto. In addition, Dutch words often only refer to one specific part-of-speech, whereas English words often have noun and verb meanings. Because of these differences, we decided not to use this means of comparison in our translation procedure.
In the results of Miller & Charles and Rubenstein & Goodenough, we observe that the correlation with madhouse is very high. Hence, the second sense as listed in WordNet is chosen for asylum. The same procedure is applied to all other words. The next step is to translate all English words into Dutch. One of the difficulties we encountered was the case in which two synonyms were used in English, but no two contemporary Dutch synonyms were available. When we encountered such a problem, we opted to replace the English synonyms with two Dutch synonyms that were closely related to the English synonyms. For example, due to the fact that there is only one common Dutch word haan "male chicken" for the English synonyms cock and rooster, we opted to replace these two words by kip "female chicken" and hen "female chicken", the two Dutch words for female chickens.
In addition, the relative frequencies of the English word and its translation were checked. In order to calculate relative frequencies of the English words, the English sense-tagged corpus SemCor (Miller et al., 1993) was used. For Dutch, such a resource was not available. We are aware of the fact that the Dutch sense-tagged corpus DutchSemCor (Vossen et al., 2012) exists. However, an effort was made to provide an equal number of examples for each meaning in this corpus. Although this is very useful for WSD-experiments, this makes this corpus less useful for Information Content calculations. Therefore the frequencies of the lemmas in the Dutch corpus called SoNaR (Oostdijk et al., 2008) were used. It was checked whether or not the English word and its Dutch counterpart were located in the same class of relative frequency. A word is placed in the category high if its relative frequency is higher than 0.05%, middle if its relative frequency is between 0.015% and 0.05% and low if its relative frequency is lower than 0.015%. If two words are located in the same relative frequency class, the pair receives the value True, else False. If no frequency data was available for a word, the value of the pair was set to True. Eight word pairs received the value False. Since this step was performed to remove outliers, we claim this to be acceptable.
The Dutch translation was then used to reproduce the English experiments by Miller & Charles and Rubenstein & Goodenough. Since the instructions concerning Similarity of meaning are unclear in the original experiments, we reproduced each experiment with three different kinds of instructions, which are stressing similarity aspects, stressing relatedness aspects, and no instructions. These instructions were explained to the participants by an example of each value that could be assigned to a word pair and a general description. The WordSimilarity-353 Test Collection (Finkelstein et al., 2002 ) was used to obtain example word pairs for each value that could be assigned to a word pair. This dataset contains two sets of English word pairs with similarity scores assigned by humans. The first set of this collection contains 153 word pairs, with their scores, from 0 to 10, assigned by 13 subjects. In addition, participants were asked to rate the word pairs on similarity. From this set, examples were chosen stressing similarity aspects. The second set contains 200 word pairs, with human-assigned scores, from 0 to 10, by 16 subjects. In this case, participants were asked to rate the word pairs based on relatedness. From this set, examples were chosen stressing relatedness aspects. Each word pair that was chosen to serve as an example word pair was translated into Dutch. For stressing similarity, participants were asked to indicate to what degree two words could replace each other. For example, if two words were interchangeable, they were told to assign the highest value. They were instructed to assign a lower value to a word pair like aardappelmesje 'potato peeler' & mes 'knife', because mes 'knife' can be used instead of aardappelmesje 'potato peeler', but not the other way around. For stressing relatedness aspects, participants were asked to focus on how likely it is that words occur in the same situation. For example, it is very likely that computer 'computer' & internet 'internet' occur in the same situation together, whereas this is less likely the case for komkommer 'cucumber' & professor 'professor'. Finally for the no instructions case, the interpretation was left to the participant, except that we indicated that synonyms resulted in the highest score. Combining the two English experiments with the three different kinds of instructions thus yielded six different sets. For convenience, we will use abbreviations to refer to the six experiments. The abbreviation Mc will be used for the translation of the dataset by Miller & Charles. Rg will be used for the translation of the dataset by Rubenstein & Goodenough. In addition, the three kinds of instructions will be abbreviated in the following way: No for no instruction, Sim for similarity, and 
The difference between the results of the different instructions turned out to be neither significant, nor systematic. We thus assume that the instructions have not been effective to override the basic intuition of the participants.
WordnetTools
WordnetTools is a reimplementation of the WordNet::Similarity package in Java1.6 that can read any wordnet in WordNet-LMF format to apply the major similarity functions: Path, Jiang & Conrath, Leacock & Chodorow, Lin, Resnik, Wu & Palmer (see above) . The similarity functions can be tuned using various parameters:
-lmf-file Path to the wordnet file in LMF format. A few other formats are also supported.
-pos (optional) part-of-speech filter, values: n, v, a.
-relations (optional) file with relations used for the hierarchy, if not selected a standard set of relations is used: hypernym, has hypernym, has hyperonym, near synonym, eng derivative, xpos near synonym, xpos near hyperonym, xpos near hypernym.
-input File with pairs to be compared on single lines, separated with backward slash.
-pairs The type of input values: "words" or "synsets" or "word-synsets pairs"
-method leacock-chodorow, resnik, path, wu-palmer, jiang-conrath, lin or all.
-depth Optional: a fixed value for average depth can be given.
-subsumers Path to a file with subsumer frequencies, required for resnik, lin, jiang-conrath or all.
-separator Token for separating input and output fields, default is TAB.
The above options can be used to configure the experiments and the way similarity is calculated. The graph through which words and synsets are compared can be restricted by selecting the part-of-speech or specifying a certain set of relations. The internal data structure treats the result as a graph without further distinguishing the type of relations. It is for example possible to accept strict hypernym relations and looser relations such as near synonym, xpos hyperonym and xpos near synonym relations for all parts of speech. The toolkit will then build a graph in which synsets are connected through any of these relations. 3 Against such a graph, words such as transport as a verb and transportation and transport as nouns will get scores similar to cohyponyms. The more relations are included, such as role and causal relations, the more the graph will measure relatedness instead of similarity. For the purpose of this paper, we configured the settings so that graph is most similar to the hierarchical structure of the English WordNet. We thus only used the has hypernym and has hyperonym relations.
The toolkit can handle tangled structure as a result of e.g. multiple hypernyms. In case of multiple hypernyms, all possible paths are calculated and given back as the set of paths through the graph. Similarly, if a word has multiple senses, we generate all possible paths for each sense. When comparing two words, we compare all paths of one word with all paths of another word and calculate the similarity score to the specified metrics using each pair of paths. In the end, we keep the paths with the best result. Note that for measures that use information content this is not always the shortest path.
In addition to the similarity API, the toolkit also provides a number of auxiliary functions, for example to determine the average or maximum depth for a wordnet per part-ofspeech. WordnetTools is freely available under the GPLv3 license and can be downloaded from: http://wordpress.let.vupr.nl/software/wordnettools/. The package includes the Dutch and English gold standards, as well as the English WordNet in Wordnet-LMF format and the English SemCor frequencies in the proper import format. It also includes the results of the Dutch and English evaluation. The Cornetto wordnet is not included since it is restricted by license. A free research license can be obtained from the Dutch centre for language technology (TST-centrale 4 ). However, we will release an open-source version of the Dutch wordnet, which will be included in the package when released. Also the SoNaR word frequencies can be obtained from the TST-centrale. The SoNaR word frequencies have been converted to the hypernym frequencies as described by Resnik, by averaging frequencies over the senses of a word and transferring these to the hypernyms (and further up the hierarchy). These derived hypernym frequencies are also included in the package.
Results
Three evaluations have been run to compare the similarity measures across wordnets and across languages. We start by comparing the Dutch to the English gold standards, followed by an evaluation of the comparison between the Dutch gold standards and the similarity measures. Finally, we try to replicate the English experiment by Pedersen (2010) using English Wordnet-LMF and WordnetTools. 5
The Dutch gold standard with the English gold standard
The first evaluation that we carried out is the comparison between the English gold standards and their Dutch translations. Since we have an equivalence relation between most of the words, we can compare the rankings of the Dutch and English native speakers. In the evaluation, we left out the word pairs in which a word had not been directly translated, which was the case for word pairs like cock and rooster. 5 A github has been created to make it possible to replicate the results in this section.
The url to this github is https://github.com/MartenPostma/ PostmaVossenGWC2014
The results show that the English and Dutch intuitions concerning Similarity of meaning are very similar. The range of the Spearman ρ correlation is between 0.86 and 0.93. It also shows that there is little difference across the different Dutch gold standards. The gold standard with similarity instructions (Sim) performs a bit lower on the Miller & Charles set but this difference disappears on the Rubenstein & Goodenough set.
Comparing Cornetto with the Dutch gold standard
The second evaluation consists of comparing the Dutch gold standards to the output of the similarity measures as calculated in Cornetto using the WordNetTools. We used the following settings to run WordNetTools: 6
-lmf-file Path to Cornetto in LMF format -pos no pos-filter was used -relations has hypernym, has hyperonym, -input path to Dutch gold standards -pairs "words"
-method all.
-depth 15
-subsumers path to subsumers from the SoNaR word-frequencies Table 2 : The Spearman ρ is shown by comparing all six similarity measures to all six gold standards.
In general, the results show that all six semantic similarity measures correlate well with the gold standards. Jcn correlates best with the translation of the Miller & Charles' gold standards, whereas this is true for path and lch for the Rubenstein & Goodenough' gold standards. Finally, there is a significant difference between the performance of the measures lin and jcn when compared to the Miller & Charles' gold standards or the Rubenstein & Goodenough' gold standards. The gold standards are however too small to derive any conclusions from these differences. Larger more representative experiments are needed for that.
Replication English with Wordnet-LMF and WordnetToolkit
The final evaluation consists of comparing the WordNet::Similarity package to the WordnetTools. This is mainly done to verify if the implementations of the semantic similarity measures are compatible across the packages, i.e. can we reproduce the results of WordNet::Similarity with the original WordNet database with WordnetTools with the WordnetLMF version of the English WordNet. In order to do this, we compare the correlations that Pedersen (2010) reports when calculating the correlations between the original gold standards and the scores from the six similarity measures using WordNet::Similarity to the same procedure but using the WordNetTools to compute the similarity scores. We used the following settings for WordNetTools: 7 -lmf-file Path to WordNet in LMF format -pos no pos-filter was used -relations has hypernym, has hyperonym, -input path to English gold standards -pairs "words" -method all.
-depth 19 -subsumers path to subsumers using SemCor Pedersen (2010) and the replication of these results using Wordnet-LMF and the WordnetToolkit
The results show that for both gold standards, we approach the correlations that are reported by Pedersen (2010) , but that there are probably still differences in the implementation of the measures that lead to different output values.
Discussion
Three main points stand out in the results. Firstly, the correlations between the English and Dutch gold standards are very high. Given the fact that this was also the case for the Spanish and English intuitions, as discussed by Hassan and Mihalcea (2009) , it might be the case the people with different mother tongues have a shared sense of similarity of meaning. It should be noted that all speakers from the different languages share a similar Western background. Secondly, the results for Dutch are generally higher than for English. We have no clear explanation for this difference. We know that the Dutch hypernym structure for nouns is more shallow than the English hierarchy. Evidence for this claim can be found in Table 4 : Synset frequency and percentage of total number of synsets is shown for every depth value in Cornetto as well as WordNet. D abbreviates 'depth', NoS 'number of synsets' and P 'percentage of total number of synsets'. Table 4 shows that the most frequent depth in Cornetto is 5, whereas this is 8 for Princeton
WordNet. In addition, if we calculate the average noun depth in both lexical semantic databases based on the numbers in table 4, we observe that the average noun synset depth in Cornetto is 6.03 and 8.38 for Princeton WordNet. A flatter hiearchy may lead to a more rough but more uniform measure across different parts of the hiearchy. Neverthless, it does not explain the higher correlation with human intuitions. We also know that the Dutch wordnet has more multiple hypernyms. Table 5 provides evidence for this claim:
Cornetto
Princeton H abbreviates 'number of hypernyms', NoS 'number of synsets' and P 'percentage of total number of synsets'. Table 5 shows that Cornetto contains relatively more synsets with multiple hypernyms than Princeton WordNet. Multiple hypernyms may lead to more options to connect synsets that can be classified according to different perspectives, e.g. being both a mammal and a pet. Nevertheless, more research is needed to find a direct explanation. If these multiple hypernyms occur at the higher levels, which is often the case, they apply to large proportions of the synsets. Besides this difference, we also observe similar patterns in the correlations. In both cases, we see a significant drop in the performance of the Information Content-based measures jcn and lin. This drop in performance emphasizes the strength and weakness of these measures. Their strength is found in the fact that if the Information Content of the words is available, the correlation with human judgement can be high. However, if the Information Content is not available, which is more often the case for the larger Rubenstein & Goodenough' gold standards, the correlation drops significantly. We do not observe this drop for the measure res, because this measure uses the Information Content of the least common subsumer, which is more robust than the measures jcn and lin, which are based on the Information Content of the words themselves. Finally, the differences between the scores from the WordNet::Similarity package and the WordNetTools show that we did not reproduce the results exactly. This in itself is not surprising, given the fact that Fokkens et al. (2013) showed that even replicating the results that Pedersen (2010) reports can be challenging. They showed that even if the main properties are kept stable, such as software and versions of software, variations in minor properties can lead to completely different outcomes. In addition, the reproduction learned us an interesting fact about the occassional inability of corpus statistics to distinguish between synsets. In order to use Information Content, cumulative synset frequencies are used. This creates the possibilty that a hyponym and its hypernym can have the same cumulative frequency. During our experiments, the similarity score was calculated between the synsets 'cushion#n#3' and 'pillow#n#1', where 'pillow#n#1' is a hyponym of 'cushion#n#3'. Neverthless, the cumulative frequency for both synsets is the same, which is 9. When the similarity score between these synsets was calculated for the Information Content measures, they are represented as synonyms according to these measures, which is in fact not the case in WordNet.
Conclusion
In this paper we described the results of reimplementing the similarity measures in a toolkit that can handle a wordnet in any language in Wordnet-LMF and the creation of a Dutch gold standard for similarity experiments similar to the English experiments. The toolkit can be tuned to handle any type of relation and thus can be used for various similarity and relatedness experiments, possibly adapted to the way the specific wordnet was built. We used these options to achieve a compatible structure to the English WordNet. We also created different variants of the Dutch gold standard to measure possible differences of interpretations of the task by the native speakers. We have shown that the Dutch gold standard is highly compatible to the English but that the Dutch wordnet performs better than the English WordNet to the same task. In the future, we will extend the toolkit to perform more operations and we will try to extend the experiment to other languages. We also want to experiment with different graphs to see the impact on the task. These graphs could reflect different degrees of relatedness depending on the relations that are selected. Such relations could also be derived from distributional properties of words and inserted into the graph, where they can be combined with wordnet relations or used separatedly.
